Digital filtering implementations for the detection of broad spectral features by direct analysis of passive Fourier transform infrared interferograms.
Finite impulse response (FIR) filters and finite impulse response matrix (FIRM) filters are evaluated for use in the detection of volatile organic compounds with wide spectral bands by direct analysis of interferogram data obtained from passive Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) measurements. Short segments of filtered interferogram points are classified by support vector machines (SVMs) to implement the automated detection of heated plumes of the target analyte, ethanol. The interferograms employed in this study were acquired with a downward-looking passive FT-IR spectrometer mounted on a fixed-wing aircraft. Classifiers are trained with data collected on the ground and subsequently used for the airborne detection. The success of the automated detection depends on the effective removal of background contributions from the interferogram segments. Removing the background signature is complicated when the analyte spectral bands are broad because there is significant overlap between the interferogram representations of the analyte and background. Methods to implement the FIR and FIRM filters while excluding background contributions are explored in this work. When properly optimized, both filtering procedures provide satisfactory classification results for the airborne data. Missed detection rates of 8% or smaller for ethanol and false positive rates of at most 0.8% are realized. The optimization of filter design parameters, the starting interferogram point for filtering, and the length of the interferogram segments used in the pattern recognition is discussed.